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Abstract

In relation to the dissemination of information, the Internet is one of the fastest media to do so. The internet's presence is growing very swiftly and rapidly, so it has become recognized by people from all walks of life. For that, the people need the appropriate way to maintain effectiveness in the use of the Internet. The following paper describes a study of the distribution of the cache, which is performed by the squid proxy server by creating a storage network design on Linux. Cache documents that are stored in the proxy server will be distributed to another over a network storage server. The process of caching on the proxy server is using the Least Recently Used (LRU) Algorithm. This research was carried out by developing the existing method of caching server process, then it is to be added aunits a backup storage data for the data that must be erased because of the replacement policy applied to the squid proxy server. This study is looking at how the hit ratio and byte hit ratio after adding the storage server compared to not having a storage server. At the end of this research, it is concluded that the distributed cache processes a hit ratio and byte hit ratio higher than the cache on the current proxy server.
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1. Introduction

Cache is a method to save any document that is often accessed in order to make it easier for the user to re-access. It should be done in order for people to be able to easily and quickly access the internet. Commonly occurring in offices, when the internet connection is slow, people usually think to increase the bandwidth. It is, however, not mistake, although it also costs a lot of money. There are many ways to improve a slow internet connection. One of them is through using cache management [1].

Cache management will process data from the internet that are stored on a local server so that they can be used properly to be presented again to the client in accordance with what was requested. To accommodate this objective, then a local server is needed to serve the client which is commonly called as a proxy server [2].

Proxy server is the key to improve web performance by keeping web objects that are likely to be revisited by the client. It helps the client in the use of the Internet, especially with the issues of delays, slow response, bandwidth usage, and reducing the load on the original server [3].

To be able to store web objects, it needs a large space because it will be growing all the time. However, the space given to the cache is limited. Therefore, the space should be utilized effectively. Intelligence mechanism is needed to manage the content of web cached to be efficient. The essence of all those issues are cache replacements. Efficient cache replacement algorithm and network design is very paramount in building a computer network [4].

The network is a critical infrastructure for data and information exchange. The proxy server has limited space to store the web objects that are cached and it has limited bandwidth to access the web pages to the internet. Along with the increase of time, the data which is stored in the proxy server will be increasing in size and it will lead to a full storage. By the time the storage is full, network traffic will be jammed and the internet will be disconnected. Therefore, there should be an elimination of the web cache on the storage to make the network traffic empty and re-connect to the internet [5].
Automatic deletion of data cache is the right choice to avoid full storage. However, this is still considered less effective because when the data that has been deleted are being questioned again, there will be a MISS and must be delivered to the original server. This will certainly slow down the process. For that, they need a way so that the data that has been deleted remain on the server.

2. Theory

Here are some theoretical explanations about cache, squid and LRU algorithms.

2.1 Web Caching

Cache (memory) is a memory that is located very close to the CPU, even one chip with a CPU to speed up the access process. As for web caching is a place of storage of web objects located close to the user to speed up re-access. The types of data or web objects include web pages (html), images, etc [6, 7].

Web objects can be stored locally on a client computer or on a web server. There are several kinds of cache for web objects [8].

a. Browser cache: The browser on the client computer caches the web object. The browser will initially search for the objects in the cache before requesting it on the website.

b. Proxy cache: A proxy cache that is installed close to the user, or usually in one company. Client user in the company will be configured in the browser to use the proxy that has been provided. The objects requested from the website will be retained and served by the proxy cache. If the requested object is not in the cache, then the proxy will continue the request to the destination website.

c. Transparent proxy cache: The proxy configuration that the client is connected to the proxy does not have to set the browser one by one, so only the redirect is done so the computer can take advantage of the proxy as cache.

d. Reverse (inverse) proxy cache: A proxy that is in front of the web server, is used as a cache or can also be used as a load balancer.

The web object on the cache has a time-bound restriction. After passing the specified time limit, it will be considered "stale" and can not be used again. Even web objects will no longer be available in cache storage.

2.2 Cache Replacement

Cache replacement is a cache update process from a cache that has staled with a new cache, in accordance with the regulation that have been determined. This should be done so that the cache on the storage is not full and stuck occurs which resulted in the internet stop. To perform this replacement process required a method of regulation or called an algorithm [9, 10].

2.3 LRU Algorithm (Least Recently Used)

The LRU algorithm is a popular algorithm for handling cache replacement. The working principle of this algorithm is a page that has not been used in the longest time will be replaced with a new page [11-13]. Here is an overview of LRU algorithm implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1, LRU Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 6 0 4 1 4 2 4 7 0 5 1 5 2 5 8 0 3 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 3 1 3 2 3 3 6 0 4 1 4 2 4 7 0 5 1 5 2 5 8 0 3 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 1 1 2 3 6 0 0 1 1 2 4 7 0 0 1 1 2 5 8 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2.1, it is illustrated as how the LRU algorithm works. There are 25 string references displayed in a frame (frame 1). Then the string is inserted into 3 frames (frame 2). The first string is 0, then it goes to the first frame under it. Next, the second string is worth 3,
2.4 Cache Management on Squid Proxy Server

Squid is a web cache proxy that supports HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, and so on. The squid function here is to reduce bandwidth usage and improve response time by caching and reusing the requested web page periodically. Squid has extensive access control and makes a great server accelerator and can run on a variety of operating systems, including Linux and Windows.

Figure 2.1 is the structure area of squid version 3.3.13. Squid that is operated on the linux operating system will be in the directory: /etc/squid/squid.conf. As for the cached file will be in the directory: / var / spool / squid. No user authentication and blocking sites are enabled, so all clients can access any website and have the same internet access rights.

2.5 Design and Implementation of Page Replacement Algorithm for Web Proxy Caching

Proxy caching is a way to store data from the original web server, after one client accesses the internet. This is done to facilitate the re-access by these clients and other clients to become easier and faster. The data will be stored in a storage area of data (storage) on the proxy server [15].

One of the best applications to build a proxy server is squid. Squid is an open source application that is very famous and reliable, as well as can also be functioned as a firewall in a network.

Figure 2.2. Design of Caching Proxy Server
Squid sets client requests to the proxy server. If the requested data is available on the proxy server, then the proxy server will serve the client's request (HIT). But if the requested data is not available on the proxy server (MISS), then squid will continue the request to the original web server. Then the web server will serve the request by going through the proxy server which will then be cached and forward it to the requesting client [16]. Design and implementation of proxy server caching as shown in Figure 2.2.

3. Design and Implementation of Distributed Cache with Utilizing Squid Proxy Server and LRU Algorithm

The following study is meant to create a new design, by adding a storage server as shown in Figure 3.1. The purpose of adding storage server is to increase data storage as well as to increase the probability of the existence of the data.

![Figure 3.1. Proxy and storage server](image)

When the data on the proxy server has been removed because it is not being accessed for a long time, then the proxy will convey the request to the original server. However, at the design of the following study, the proxy server does not deliver the request to the original server, but it will find the cached data to the storage server that has been made.

4. Research Method

The methodology in this research is using role playing simulation as shown in Figure 4.1. In this simulation, the data search is carried out by a player that seems to perform Internet activities.
4.1 Network Preparation
The first step in doing this research is the preparation of computer networks. There are two things that must be done in the preparation of computer networks, namely the preparation of hardware for computer networks and software installation.

4.1.1 Preparation of hardware and Computer Network
Some necessary hardware, including the computer, switch, Ethernet cable, and internet connection are installed at this step.

4.1.2 Software Installation
This simulation uses the operating system Linux Fedora 20 as a proxy server and storage server. Then the operating system for the client computer is Windows 8. Mozilla Firefox is used as internet application.

4.2 Perform Simulation
The simulation will be done by two scenarios. First scenario is performing the network simulation as shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.1. The second scenario is performing network simulation by combining both of them, as shown in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2 Combination of network I and network II](image)

4.2.1 First Scenario
As mentioned above, there are two different networks prepared to simulate. Network I consists of one proxy server and one client. Network II consists of one proxy server, one storage server as addition, and one client. Each of the clients will do a simulation with internet browsing activities on certain websites at the same time as shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Number of Access</th>
<th>Interval (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network I</td>
<td><a href="http://www.detik.com">www.detik.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.liputan6.com">www.liputan6.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network II</td>
<td><a href="http://www.detik.com">www.detik.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.liputan6.com">www.liputan6.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2.2 Second Scenario
At the second scenario, both of the networks as simulated in the first scenario is combined. It is intended that each proxy receives the exact same request. Table 4.2 is the scenario of what is done.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Number of Access</th>
<th>Interval (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.detik.com">www.detik.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.liputan6.com">www.liputan6.com</a></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results and Analysis
Here is a comparison for the results from the analysis of hit ratio and byte hit ratio between caching proxy and caches distributed.

5.1 First Scenario Result
5.1.1 Hit Ratio Analysis of First Scenario
Figure 5.1 is the hit ratio graph of first scenario. It shows that:

1. For object size 0 byte, hit ratio in network I is 54.61% and hit ratio in network II is 71.28%. Network II is higher than network I.
2. For object size 1 – 9 bytes and 10 – 99 bytes, it shows that hit ratio in network 1 is 0% and hit ratio in network 2 is also 0%. Both of lines are looked going down. It means that there are no hit for both of them.
3. For object size 100 – 999 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 0.32% and hit ratio in network II is 0.44%. Hit ratio in network II is higher than network I.
4. For object size 1,000 – 9,999 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 4.86% and hit ratio in network II is 5.97%. Hit ratio in network II is higher than network I.
5. For object size 10,000 – 99,999 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 11.15% and hit ratio in network II is 12.38%. Hit ratio in network II is higher than network I.
6. For object size 100,000 – 999,000 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 11.49% and hit ratio in network II is 15.38%. Hit ratio in network II is higher than network I.
7. For object size 1,000,000 – 9,999,999 bytes, hit ratio for both of them are the same, 0%. It means there are no hit for this object size.

![Hit ratio graph of first scenario](image)
5.1.2 Byte Hit Ratio Analysis of First Scenario

Figure 5.2 is the byte hit ratio graph of first scenario. It shows that:

1. For object size 0 – 0 byte, 1 – 9 bytes, and 10 - 99 bytes, byte hit ratio for both of network are 0%. It means there is no data return to the client.
2. For object size 100 – 999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 0.6% and byte hit ratio in network II is 0.89%. Byte hit ratio in this point for network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
3. For object size 1,000 – 9,999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 7.87% and byte hit ratio in network II is 9.18%. Byte hit ratio in network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
4. For object size 10,000 – 99,999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 12.81% and byte hit ratio in network II is 13.14%. Byte hit ratio in network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
5. For object size 100,000 – 999,000 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 8.62% and byte hit ratio in network II is 10.76%. Byte hit ratio in network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
6. For object size 1,000,000 – 9,999,999 bytes, byte hit ratio for both of them are the same, 0%. It means there are no data hit for this object size.

![Byte Hit Ratio Graph of First Scenario](image_url)

5.2 Second Scenario Result

5.2.1 Hit Ratio Analysis of Second Scenario

Figure 5.3 is the hit ratio graph of second scenario. It shows that:

1. For object size 0 byte, hit ratio in network I is 34.95% and hit ratio in network II is 37.35%. Network II is higher than network I.
2. For object size 1 – 9 bytes and 10 – 99 bytes, it shows that hit ratio in network I is 0% and hit ratio in network II is also 0%. It means that there are no hit for both of them.
3. For object size 100 – 999 bytes, hit ratio in network I and hit ratio in network II are the same, it is 0.95%.
4. For object size 1,000 – 9,999 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 1.69% and hit ratio in network II is also 1.69%. Hit ratio in network I and network II are the same.
5. For object size 10,000 – 99,999 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 5.4% and hit ratio in network II is 5.89%. Hit ratio in network II is also little higher than network I.
6. For object size 100,000 – 999,000 bytes, hit ratio in network I is 3.08% and hit ratio in network II is 3.08%. Hit ratio in network I and hit ratio in network II have the same position.
7. For object size 1,000,000 – 9,999,999 bytes, hit ratio for both of them are the same, 0%. It means there are no hit for this object size.
5.2.2 Byte Hit Ratio Analysis of Second Scenario

Figure 5.4 is the byte hit ratio graph of second scenario. It shows that:

1. For object size 0 – 0 byte, 1 – 9 bytes, and 10 - 99 bytes, byte hit ratio for both of network are 0%. It means there is no data return to the client.
2. For object size 100 – 999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 0.57% and byte hit ratio in network II is 0.57%. Both of networks have the same byte hit ratio.
3. For object size 1,000 – 9,999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 2.11% and byte hit ratio in network II is 2.12%. Byte hit ratio in network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
4. For object size 10,000 – 99,999 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 6.32% and byte hit ratio in network II is 6.60%. Byte hit ratio in network II is higher than byte hit ratio in network I.
5. For object size 100,000 – 999,000 bytes, byte hit ratio in network I is 2.04% and byte hit ratio in network II is 2.04%. Byte hit ratio in network I and byte hit ratio in network II are the same.
6. For object size 1,000,000 – 9,999,999 bytes, byte hit ratio for both of them are the same, 0%. It means there are no data hit for this object size.
6. Conclusion

Two experiments have been conducted. Each experiment has yielded data and information that can be analyzed easily and clearly. For the first experiment, it was resulted in hit ratio 5.44% and byte hit ratio 10.2% in network I and in network II was resulted in hit ratio 6.86% and byte hit ratio 10.33%.

Thus, in the experiment with the first scenario, network II has hit ratio and byte hit ratio higher than in the network I.

For the second experiment, it resulted that hit ratio and byte hit ratio in network I are 1.56% and 3.68%. In network II, hit ratio and byte hit ratio are 1.86% and 3.81%. Thus, in the experiment with the second scenario, network II has higher hit ratio and byte hit ratio.

By analyzing the experiment resulted for both of scenarios, it is concluded that distributed cache has hit ratio and byte hit ratio higher than proxy cache.
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